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DISTRIBUTED
Loudspeaker Systems

Distributed Design Series 
Commercial Design Series

CLOUD12 Series

Community offers a comprehensive range of ceiling, surface mount and 
pendant loudspeakers that are uniformly voiced from similar components and 
were meant to be used together in the same application. 

The flagship Distributed Design Series is a family of 13 premium high 
performance true coaxial loudspeakers, competitively priced, with innovative 
features like the Drop-Stop™ system and Twist-Assist™ to make the installation 
process easier and faster. All models can be ordered as separate faces and 
back cans. Optional accessories include Face Adapter Rings, Can Adapter/Trim 
Rings and New Construction Brackets. Each Distributed Design model provides 
superior, exceptionally high quality sound with very wide, uniform coverage. 

For a more cost-effective option, the Commercial Design Series offers a 
straightforward approach to meet the needs of installations requiring high 
performance at a competitive price. Commercial Design models deliver a 
cost-competitive choice of 4.5-inch, 6.5-inch and 8-inch driver sizes, featuring 
uniform sound quality throughout the series and excellent consistency from 
model to model. The Commercial Design Series delivers high quality sound, 
with predictable and uniform coverage. 

While competitively meeting the demands of different price levels, Distributed 
Design and Commercial Design models are voiced similar to each other, so that 
various members of each family can be combined in a single installation without 
compromising consistency from zone to zone. All models in Distributed Design 
and Commercial Design accommodate 8-ohm as well as 70V/100V applications.

For high ceiling installations like convention centers and ballrooms, Community 
also offers powerful 12-inch ceiling systems in either 60° x 60° or 90° x 90° 
degree dispersion patterns, and either with or without a factory-installed 200W 
autoformer for 70V/100V applications. The CLOUD12 Series was specifically 
designed for applications requiring high power handling and fidelity, offering 
high quality speech and music reproduction, with an optional 12-inch ceiling 
subwoofer system for low frequency augmentation.

All ceiling and pendant loudspeakers from Community are ETL listed.


